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December 30, 2016
QUARTERLY REPORT

4th Quarter

PUBLIC AFFAIRS ISSUES LIST

OCTOBER 1, 2016 - DECEMBER 31, 2016

Glades Media has determined the issues important to the Clewiston area by FM 100.5- FM 92.5-AM 
590 General Manager KC Kelly and Public Affairs Director and Morning Show Host Nicole Reid. They 
met on Wednesday, September 21, 2016 to discuss the issues to be targeted for the 4th Quarter of 2016.

Personal Safety and Self Defense

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month

Holiday Safety

Domestic Violence Awareness

Economic Development

Classic Hits Toy Drive

Food Banks/Drives

Fall Festival

Flu Season
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October 4, 2016
Topic: The Profession and Industry of Nursing 
Guest: Stacey Wellington Henry, Registered Nurse

“The most rewarding part of nursing is knowing that you’ve made a difference.” The medical field is in 
demand particularly because the younger nurses are entering and leaving at a rapid rate, and the older 
nurses are retiring according to Stacey Henry, Registered Nurse. Stacey has been practicing for 4 years 
has some big plans for the future. “My passion is giving back. I’d like to open a free clinic in Jamaica. 
People everywhere need help and medical attention but the need is Jamaica is especially urgent.”

October 6, 2016
Topic: Hurricane Matthew
Guest: Mike D, Sales Rep, On Location

In the wake of Hurricane Matthew, it was our duty at Classic Hits to keep the public informed. In an 
effort to do, our very own Mike D was live and on location exclusively for WAFC and Big Lake Now. 
After several attempts to contact the City of Belle Glade for updates, officials were not willing to 
participate. So, D’Anthony, Mike and myself took action. “The streets here in Belle Glade are pretty 
clear but some stores are still open”. Mike gave us a live report of the city and a perspective from the 
residents. “One gas station is already out of gas. Most of the neighborhoods are boarded up. They are 
ready”. 

October 11, 2016
Topic: Hurricane Matthew Aftermath
Guest: Sean Scheffler, Director of Public Works

We’ve talked about hurricane preparedness before. “Matthew was a good test run”. We haven’t felt the 
effect of hurricane force winds for over 10 years when Hurricane Wilma struck our town. Our residents 
have grown complacent.  Sean says he knows that many people are thinking they got prepared for 
nothing but he encourages us to not think that way. “We secured our buildings, we got our generators 
fired up, we got our supplies together. We really prepared well. I’m proud of that.” Sean gave us a run 
down 
of what is coming up in our community such as the Food Truck Invasion, the Kids Fall Festival and the 
Parent/Child Golf Tournament.

October 13, 2016
Topic: Quarters for a Cause
Guest: Jessica Moore, Host
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Jessica Moore is the host of the Clewiston Quarters for a Cause, a monthly fundraiser to support needy 
families in the area. “I love what I do. I don't get paid to host but to see the look on those family’s faces 
when we hand them a check…” The auction is a mix between bingo and an auction where participants 
rent paddles and bid on donated items. “The quarters that are raised from the bids go to the family in 
need. That is payment enough for me.” 

October 18, 2016
Topic: Voter Registration and Hurricane Matthew
Guest: Pamela Goodman, President of the League of Women Voters Florida 

On Tuesday October 11, 2016, the League of Women Voters Florida filed a complaint against the 
governor for refusing to extend voter registration in the aftermath of Hurricane Matthew. A Florida 
judge granted the extension through October 18. “Why would the governor not want to accommodate 
our constituents is beyond me,” said Pamela Goodman, president of the LWVF. “But that is what our 
organization was put in place for. Now that we have passed the Womens Suffrage Movement, we’re 
here to make sure that everyones voting rights are upheld and respected.” 

October 20, 2016
Topic: Breast Health
Guest: Beth Lesnikoski, Breast Institute Medical Director 

Dr. Lesnikoski specializes in oncoplastic breast surgery and innovative approaches to breast cancer 
treatment. In honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month, the surgeon speaks about various aspects of 
breast health including breast density, risk factors, and treatments. “There is socialized treatment and 
then there’s us, the capitalistic approach, which encourages surgeries and more invasive procedures 
because they are more costly.” She says the socialized approach to breast cancers is to have regular 
visits 
in the first 6 months where is the capitalistic approach is treatment based. Many people share such an 
anxiety for the condition that fear forces them into dramatic decision making toward surgical 
procedures. “My goal is to continue to educate people on their position with the disease to prevent 
unnecessary surgeries.”

October 25, 2016
Topic: Domestic Violence Awareness
Guest: Chelsea Brown and Trish Adams, Domestic Violence Counselor/Awareness Advocate
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On October 22, Chelsea Brown will host the first annual Domestic Violence Awareness Walk from 9AM to 
1PM and the Clewiston High School practice field. “The walk starts at 9 and ends at 1. During the event we 
will have a donation center for clothes, food, hygiene products, and even money. All donations will be 
divided among 3 local shelters. We will also have several activities for all ages and I'm hoping to have a 
bounce house. We will also sell food at the event. Trish, a local therapist in Hendry County, shared some 
startling statistics about domestic violence in our area. For example, “Since 2008, domestic violence has 
been on the rise in Clewiston.” Trish gave some insight into different elements of domestic violence that 
exist outside of physical violence. She also provided information about how to get help and receive support. 
Her office is at Sunshine Family Medicine and there are hotlines as well. Chelsea also offered her contact 
info. “If people have more questions for me, I can be reached at the middle school or on Facebook. We are 
looking forward to a successful kickoff event.”

October 27, 2016
Topic: Fall Festival
Guest: Lance Ramer and Johanna Gutierrez, City of Clewiston Recreation 

It’s always a good time at Sugar Festival Field, especially when the Fall Festival comes around. Prizes, 
performances and even pets!! “Although its hectic, we always enjoy this time of year,” said Johanna 
Gutierrez, assistant to Lance Ramer. “It’s worth all the effort, though. We are still going crazy after its 
all over.” This is the 8th festival the duo have worked on together and their goal is to get bigger and 
better every year. Lance told us about many other activities led by the recreation department including 
basketball, co-ed softball, soccer and even “Movie in the Park”.

November 1, 2016
Topic: Mental Illness
Guest: Linda McKinnon, President and CEO of Central Florida Behavioral Health Network

Florida residents are among the worst 10 states when it comes to convenient access to care, ranking 43 
out of 51. “We are also the highest state for prevalence of mental illness”. Linda McKinnon is the 
President and CEO of Central Florida Behavioral Network. She explains that we know less about the 
brain than any other organ. Also, there is a stigma attached to the disease. These two factors help to 
explain why many are ambivalent about treatment. “People feel shame and guilt in admitting that there 
may be a problem.” Often times, people who commit violent crimes have their mental health questioned. 
In reality, “Very few people with mental illness commit violent crimes against other people. In most 
cases, the mentally disturbed are only violent toward themselves.”

November 3, 2016
Topic: Chamber of Commerce 
Guest: Hilary Hyslop, Chamber Director
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     “The idea behind the Chamber of Commerce came about as a way to promote local business.” Hilary Hyslop   
      is the director of the Clewiston Chamber of Commerce. The chamber provides incentives to its members   
     and also spearhead several community events such as the Chamber Socials which are put on several times   
     per year. Most events you don’t need to be a member to attend. Membership is, however, open to individuls, 
     groups and companies. "This time of year is always proves exciting for us. Light up the night and the Toy 
     Drive are always my favorites.”

November 8, 2016
Topic: Election Day
Guest: Community Call-ins

Several callers phoned the station to discuss their opinion on the election season. One caller stated that 
Donald Trumps personal decisions should not be held against him during election season. A different 
caller said he was a proud Trump supporter and thinks Hilary should be punished for the email scandal.  
Derek and I shared some numbers from the news reports and other information regarding the campaign 
and potential election outcomes.

November 10, 2016
Topic: Adult Attention Deficit Disorder
Guest: David Greenwood, Author - Overcoming Distractions

David Greenwood, an ADD sufferer answers the question for anyone who wants to thrive with ADD or 
ADHD. In Overcoming Distractions, readers will learn how to identify the major features of Attention 
Deficit Disorder and become aware of how they affect aspects of adult life, particularly in the office. They 
will be able to tailor a career to minimize the effects of those symptoms and also learn how to highlight 
the positive characteristics of Attention Deficit Disorder, such as hyper-focusing and creativity, and 
leverage them to achieve professional success. Overcoming Distractions includes plenty of case studies, 
testimonials from ADD/ADHD specialists, and numerous action plans for making Attention Deficit 
Disorder work for you!

November 15, 2016
Topic: First Bank 
Guest: Miller Couse, CEO First Bank 

The CEO and Chairman of 6 First Bank offices opened up about community banking. “It’s our 
obligation to be involved in the community. We are the only country with community banks. We used to 
have 30,000 community banks in this country. Now we only have 6500.” Each quarter we interviewed 
an employee from the bank. We covered topics like cybersecurity, 401k, loans, and credit and debit 
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cards. Miller touched on each of these topics exclusively. For example, we learned that, “So many 
people are underfunded in their 401k.” Also, “We live simpler when we don't borrow.” And one of the 
most interesting, “I don't use a debit card, only credit cards,” and his reason for why. Miller Couse gave 
a very thorough breakdown of various aspects of banking.

November 17, 2016
Topic: Florida House of Representatives 
Guest: Amber Mariano, Republican for Florida House District 36

Bringing fresh ideas from a unique perspective to represent you. That is the promise Mariano is making 
in her appointment to he Florida House of Representatives.  The youngest person to run and win a 
House seat, defeating the incumbent, Mariano has a clear focus: Higher education. “This is an important 
issue for me as I am currently enrolled and also many of my peers.” She speaks of how limiting the 
colleges are as it relates to summer course loads. She would like to put an initiative in place to lift these 
limits. At just 21 years old, Amber believes she will have a long history in politics. “I grew up in 
politics, its in my bloodline.”

November 22, 2016
Topic: Alcohol and substance abuse
Guest: Horace Coleman, Crisis Intervention Specialist, Jerome Golden Center 

It’s been said before: The biggest step is admitting there is a problem. But, without that admission, there 
are ways to recognize when there is a problem. Of course there are obvious signs like DUIs and drunken 
rages. Many times though, signs may be subtle. For example, removal from daily activities and 
interpersonal conflicts with family or spouse. Alcohol Awareness month can be used to raise awareness 
about alcohol abuse and take action to prevent it, both at home and in the community. Its especially 
important this time of year which may not be so merry for some, particularly those with no family or 
friends. 

November 29, 2016
Topic: AirGlades Airport
Guest: Fred Ford and Lillie Rodriguez, Airglades Airport Director and Executive Assistant

Its all the buzz in our town. Is the airport coming? Will is cause traffic? Will it bring more jobs? Will 
there be too much noise from airplanes? Many questions are on the table regarding the Clewiston cargo 
airport project. What is now a small commercial airport will be transformed in to a transportation hub of 
fresh flowers, asparagus and seafood. “We are still crossing T’s and dotting I’s,” said Fred Ford. “We 
still have many skeptics out there and I get it. People want to see bulldozers. Well we’re not there yet. 
Currently there is an environmental assessment going on. There will be a meeting about it in January.”
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December 1, 2016
Topic: Economic Development Council
Guest: Brent Kettler, Manager, Hendry County EDC

Economic Development is about understanding your business and getting to know the climate of your 
city and what it needs to thrive. “It’s important that we not only get a perspective from the business 
owners but from the residents as well. Their voice is equally as important.” Brent told us about an event 
coming up to discuss some projects potentially bringing economic development in the form of employ-
ment, innovation and industry. There representatives will discuss important hot topics like the AirGlades 
Airport project, manufacturing jobs and the workforce as a whole in our county.

December 6, 2016
Topic: Classic Hits Toy Drive
Guest: Roy Gatton and John “Cowboy” Cote, Elks Lodge

The Classic Hits Toy Drive is an opportunity not only to give back to the community during the 
holidays, but also to bring the community together to spread a little cheer to members of the community. 
Free toys, candy and a chance to visit with Santa. “We always enjoy doing something nice for the kids, 
on and off of the Lake,” said John Cote. “I play Santa and the kids love that.” The toy drive is held 
annually at the Elks Lodge. 

December 8, 2016
Topic: Clarence Clause
Guest: Jacqueline Rodgers, CEO Greentop Gifts

Jacqueline Rodgers, a black mother from North Carolina,  saw a need and she filled it. “I went looking 
for wrapping paper and I couldn't find any that looked like me or my son.” She called all of her friends 
and had them search for it too. No one could find a Santa of color. “So I got busy. And now I have the 
perfect jolly old man with a beautiful chocolate complexion.” This is Clarence Clauses debut holiday but 
thats not where Greentop ends. “We have buttons, sweaters, t-shirts, mugs and more! We want Greentop 
to be the source of celebrations every year.”

December 13, 2016
Topic: Holiday Safety
Guest: Sean Scheffler, Director, Public Works
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The director of public works has a pilot program to protect families against theft this holiday season. 
“We don't think about it as consumers but we open that big screen TV on Christmas Day and put the box 
by the road, that is just an invitation for thieves to have a look inside.” The City has set up bins through 
the community (20 in all) for all boxes, trash and any other fodder for thieves. But it doesn't stop there. 
“After you get that new TV, you must properly dispose of the old TV, especially the older box TVs 
because they contain mercury.” These types of TV sets should be taken to the household hazardous 
waste 
faciltiy. In addition, the local police department has initiated a vacation patrol to keep a watchful eye on 
properties for people that may be away from their homes.

December 15, 2016
Topic: South Florida Opioid Epidemic
Guest: Jim Hall, Epidemiologist

Jim Hall, an epidemiologist at Nova Southeastern University has studied South Florida's drug market for 
decades and tracks national drug use trends. “Palm Beach County deaths from opioid abuse out pace 
Broward 2 to 1. This is a wake-up call for America.” Jim says what needs to happen is better drug abuse 
prevention programs. Also, prescribers need to be trained to be more cautious. In addition to that, there 
are numerous insurmountable insurance obstacles. “An epidemic is when we see 1 more [drug abuse] 
case than expected, we’re seeing thousands.” 

December 20, 2016
Topic: Food Banks 
Guest: Brian LaBer, President and CEO, Harry Chapin Food Bank 

Our mission is to overcome hunger in Charlotte, Collier, Glades, Hendry and Lee counties through 
education and by working in a cooperative effort with affiliated agencies in the procurement and 
distribution of food, equitably and without discrimination. “One in 7 people are hungry. One in 4 are 
children.” Brian agrees that peoples perception needs to shift so that they realize that hunger does not 
“look” like something. Hunger is an important issue and its imperative that people understand that 
sometimes healthy families find themselves in crisis. 

December 22, 2016
Topic: South Florida Opioid Epidemic
Guest: Jim Hall, Epidemiologist

Jim Hall, an epidemiologist at Nova Southeastern University has studied South Florida's drug market for 
decades and tracks national drug use trends. “Palm Beach County deaths from opioid abuse out pace 
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Broward 2 to 1. This is a wake-up call for America.” Jim says what needs to happen is better drug abuse 
prevention programs. Also, prescribers need to be trained to be more cautious. In addition to that, there 
are numerous insurmountable insurance obstacles. “An epidemic is when we see 1 more [drug abuse] 
case than expected, we’re seeing thousands.” 

December 27, 2016
Topic: Personal Safety and Self Defense
Guest: Roshonda Davis, FDLE Defensive Tactics Instructor

Self defense is an issue all too underplayed even with all thats going on today. “I understand that people 
just want to live. People don't want to live in fear so they choose not to take proper measures. Well 
guess what? It can happen to you.” Roshonda teaches a defensive tactics course for the FDLE. She says 
anyone can perform the moves she teaches, no matter the gender, age or build. “Guns are fine, I’m an 
advocate for carrying a firearm, but sometimes, it may not be accessible. You need to have alternate 
methods of protection whether you are carrying a weapon or not.” Roshonda says she teaches her 11-
year-old daughter tips and tricks to protect herself because she sometimes walks to the bus stop alone. 
Also, personal safety is not just for the holiday season or night time hours. “Crimes happen all day, 
everyday. There’s no special occasion for criminals.”

December 29, 2016
Topic: 2016 Year in Review
Guest: Derek and Nicole

From the passing of Natalie Cole at the top of the year to the untimely death of Debbie Reynolds, 2016 
has seen a plethora of extreme lows. Conversely, with the 2016 Olympics, the Cubs winning the World 
Series and self-driving cars in Pittsburg, the year was also filled with many uplifting stories. Derek and I 
shared some personal highs and lows as well as top stories of 2016.

PSAs

Tobacco Cessation classes in Clewiston and Labelle through December 16, 2016

New Life Church on Aztec Avenue in Clewiston provides free food for the local community including
hot food and non perishables.
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IN-HOUSE CAMPAIGNS

WAFC AM, Classic Hits pre-promoted and participated in the Clewiston Fall Festival on 
October 29, 2016. WAFC Classic Hits provided Halloween safety items including flashlights, 
blinking necklaces, glow-in-the-dark wands/swords, etc., to children attending the Fall Fest 
Festival at no charge. The Clewiston Recreation Department, in conjunction with our station, 
hosted the fall festival and also provided games and prizes for kids.

WAFC AM, Classic Hits pre-promoted and participated in the WAFC Classic Hits/Clewiston 
Elks Club Toy Drive on December 10, 2016. Toys were given at no charge to any child attending 
the event ages infant to 12yrs. Toys were purchased with monetary donations from station 
listeners, area business and the Howard E. Hill Foundation. The Elks Lodge as well as the Jr. 
Bass Anglers joined WAFC Classic Hits in distributing toys to community children for the 
holidays.

WAFC AM, Classic Hits participated in the PEPPI Head Start Toy Distribution on Friday, 
December 16th at 200 SW 9th St. in Belle Glade. Their mission is to educate, equip and 
empower children, families and staff through partnerships and efficient data-driven systems to 
close the achievement gap.
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